
Module 3 Learning 
Outcome

Identify gaps and 
imbalances in the 

approaches and establish 
ways to expand the 

agenda into other goals 
which get less attention

Objective

Understand and 
compare various 

corporate 
environmental 
activities and 

initiatives



Tourism Authority 
of Thailand 

SDG Activities  
 

Historic background



– Governor Yuthasak Supasorn

As we mark our 60th anniversary in 2020, the 
Tourism Authority of Thailand has reaffirmed its 

commitment to making travel and tourism the 
kingdom’s most economically promising, 

environmentally sustainable and culturally 
vibrant sector in the years to come.



Background

The Tourism Authority of 
Thailand is moving big time 

towards enhancing the 
economic gain while 

mitigating the ecological pain 
of tourism growth. The private 

sector is steadily coming on 
board.



The first Thai 
Tourism 
Development 
plan was done 
in 1976.



Over the years, the TAT has undertaken numerous studies and plans on tourism 
development, and conducted dozens of campaigns to enhance public 
awareness of sustainability, conservation and preservation, as shown in this 
and the following few slides.











TAT SDG Activities 2015-17













TAT SDG Activities 2018











TAT SDG Activities 2019













Airports of Thailand



As a publicly-listed 
company, AoT is 
required to issue 
both an operational 
and sustainability 
report every year.







In the AoT 2018 
sustainability report, the 
UN SDGs are prominently 
mentioned, especially 
those which are 
considered to be 
“relevant to AoT 
business.”



The AoT 2018 
sustainability report lists 
the UN SDGs alongside 
the specific activity 
undertaken by the AoT to 
meet that SDG.



Importantly, the 
AoT Sustainability 
report also includes 
a section on its 
anti-corruption 
policy. That is an 
equal priority on 
the sustainability 
agenda as the 
traditional 
environmental 
focus.





Thai Airways International



Like the AoT, Thai Airways is a publicly-listed company, and 
issues both a financial and sustainability report





Thai Airways’ Press releases on sustainability activities are virtually nil



Bangkok Airways



Bangkok 
Airways does 
run a few 
media 
releases on 
its 
sustainability 
projects, but 
it could do a 
lot more.





Thailand Convention and Exhibition 
Bureau



TCEB does maintain a focus on sustainability, but it is not adequately reflected in 
its media messages.





AirAsia



AirAsia has an extremely good public profile and communications system to 
promote its sustainability agenda.









Singapore Airlines



SIA began issuing corporate and environmental reports as 
of FY 2012-13





But not a single media release issued in 2018 was on sustainability, as indicated in 
this and the next three slides 









THINK!


